1. Take the Magnetic Train from Pudong station to the end of the line where it meets the Line 2 train.
(There are no stops between the airport and the transfer to the Line 2 train.)
Directions from Pudong International Airport to Nanjing Hotel, Shanghai

More detailed map of route taken by **MAGNETIC TRAIN** from Pudong International Airport to center of Shanghai
Directions from Pudong International Airport to Nanjing Hotel, Shanghai

2. Get off at end of MAGNETIC TRAIN line and follow signs to the line #2 train. Take it WESTWARD to the EAST NANJING ROAD STATION.
3. Take line 2 train westward to the **East NanJing Road** station. The stations are announced and stations are signposted.
4. From this station the hotel is around the corner at 200 Shanxi Nan Lu.